Pony Club Badge ProgramHorsemanship “Unmounted”
LESSON PLAN WEEK #1:
Horse Parts (Getting to know about horses) To be able to properly identify the parts of a mount
and to properly describe a mount's marking, coloring and height.GOALS - Name 20 parts of a
horse; Locate 15 parts of a horse; Name and describe 6 horse colors; describe how to measure a
horse. Reading - Manual: p.231-235
A.

Welcome, collect fees, hand out materials.

B.

Review need for PC Notebook, course outline.

C.

RULES OF CONDUCT –
3C’s of PC Commitment: Can’t Come Call!
Many people have volunteered their time to make this happen for you. You are expected to attend each meeting.
PARENTS: As your child progresses in PC , there will be meetings off site. If the group has already left, your child
may be left out!

Please and Thank You
PC members are special. You have special opportunities most other children don’t ever have. Many People work
to help make this happen for you and we expect you to think about this and show it by being respectful and
appreciative. This means asking if it is OK to do something BEFORE you do it and it means saying THANK YOU
when something is done for you.

Equine Etiquette
Ask: How should you behave around horses? Discuss the “Startle Reflex” (Baby horses are born with it…makes
them jump away from something that scares them an RUN to a place of safety.) As PC, we have to always
remember that and make sure we don’t scare our horses. How do we do it? 1. Always talk softly to a horse as you
get near him. 2. Never jump or run up to a horse. Why? 3. Never go under a horse’s belly or between his legs.
Why? 4. Don’t stand either directly IN FRONT or IN BACK of a horse. Why? 5. Always slowly reach out and touch
or pet him on the shoulder or rump first, then slide your hand to the area where you will work. Why?

D.

Do the Parts of the Horse Game
Brush pony put sticky tabs on parts of the pony they have learned…..review markings (face &
legs)Complete badge paperwork in office
Next week’s assignment
Session 2 - Tack (Saddles, bridles & Pony Club attire) To be able to properly identify the parts
of a bridle and saddle and to safely tack and untack a mount. GOALS - Name 10 parts of a
saddle; Name 5 parts of a bridle; Know 2 reasons for cleaning tack; Tack up and untack a
mount; List 3 examples of unsafe tack. Reading - Manual p.148-156, 248-262

LESSON PLAN WEEK #2
Tack (Saddles, bridles & Pony Club attire) To be able to properly identify the parts of a bridle and
saddle and to safely tack and untack a mount.
GOALS - Name 10 parts of a saddle; Name 5 parts of a bridle; Know 2 reasons for cleaning tack;
Tack up and untack a mount (with assistance); List 3 examples of unsafe tack.
Reading - Manual: p.148-156, 248-262
A.

Welcome, collect fees, hand out materials.

B.

Review need for PC Notebook, course outline.

C.

RULES OF CONDUCT –
3C’s of PC Commitment: Can’t Come Call!
Please and Thank You
Equine Etiquette

D.
Show Saddle and go over the parts. (Describe what the major functional parts
do ie: billet guards, billet straps, saddle flaps, etc.)
E.
Show a bridle and go over the parts. (importance of fit, buckling all the
buckles, using the keepers, etc.)
F.

Brief demonstration of cleaning (show kit and discuss each item)

G.

Do the Saddle & Bridle worksheets if time allows, else homework.

H.

Complete badge paperwork in office

I.

Next week’s assignment

Session 3 - Horse Handling (Haltering, Leading and Tying) To be able to properly and safely halter,
lead and tie a mount.GOALS - Approach a mount safely and put on a halter; Lead a mount correctly
and safely; Demonstrate walk-halt-walk transitions in hand; Lead a mount safely into and out of a
stall; Tie a mount in an appropriate place with a quick release knot. Reading - Manual p.132-145

LESSON PLAN WEEK #3
Session 3 - Horse Handling (Haltering, Leading and Tying) To be able to properly and safely
halter, lead and tie a mount.
GOALS - Approach a mount safely and put on a halter; Lead a mount correctly and safely;
Demonstrate walk-halt-walk transitions in hand; Lead a mount safely into and out of a stall; Tie a
mount in an appropriate place with a quick release knot.
Reading - Manual p.132-145
A. Welcome, collect fees, hand out materials.
B. Review need for PC Notebook, course outline.
C. Review approaching and haltering, leading, transitions, tying (cross-ties &
quick release knot)
D. Practice:
a. Approach pony, put on halter, lead and turn correctly and safely
b. Tie to solid object with safety string
c. Tie with quick release knot
d. Review how high to tie, length of rope from knot to halter
E. Complete badge paperwork in office
F. Next week’s assignment
Session 4 - Grooming (Why and how-to) To be able to properly groom a mount in a safe manner.
GOALS - Identify 5 tools used for grooming, describing what each is used for; Demonstrate good
usage of these 5 tools, including a hoof pick; Secure a mount with a "quick release" or "safety knot".
Reading - Manual p.141-144, 169-173

LESSON PLAN WEEK #4
Session 4 - Grooming (Why and how-to) To be able to properly and safely groom a mount.
GOALS – Identify 5 tools used for grooming, describing what each is used for; demonstrate good
usage of these 5 tools, including a hoof pick; secure a mount with a “quick release” or “safety
knot”. Reading - Manual p.141-144, 169-173
A. Welcome, collect fees, hand out materials.
B. Review need for PC Notebook, course outline.
C. Show and tell: explain how each tool is used on the mount and what each tool
is meant to accomplish.
D. Complete the Tools and parts of hoof worksheets.
E. Complete badge paperwork in office
F. Next week’s assignment
Session 5 - Feeding To be able to correctly and safely water and feed a balanced diet. GOALS –
Know and demonstrate how to give a treat to a mount; know 5 basic rules for feeding; know how to
give water, grain, and hat to a mount; be able to recognize three types of feed. Reading - Manual
p.186-193

LESSON PLAN WEEK #5 Feeding

LESSON PLAN WEEK #6 Shoeing
Session 6 - Shoeing To be able to demonstrate a knowledge of healthy hoof maintenance
and its importance.
GOALS – Be able to clean out a mount’s hoof safely; recognize a mount that needs shoeing; name 5 Farrier tools;
identify what to look for in a newly shod hoof; know reasons for daily foot care. Reading - Manual p.199-207

A. Welcome, collect fees, hand out materials.
B. Review need for PC Notebook, course outline.
C. Review parts of the hoof.
D. Do Hoof worksheets.
E. Farrier demonstration - Tools, shoes, nails, apron, hoof stand, forge & anvil,
hammering and explanation
F. Complete badge paperwork in office
G. Next week’s assignment
Session 7- Health Care To be able to correctly and safely water and feed a balanced diet. GOALS –
Know and demonstrate how to give a treat to a mount; know 5 basic rules for feeding; know how to
give water, grain, and hat to a mount; be able to recognize three types of feed. Reading - Manual
p.186-193

LESSON PLAN WEEK #7Health care

LESSON PLAN WEEK #8 Boots & Bandages

LESSON PLAN WEEK #9 Tack & Turnout

LESSON PLAN WEEK #10 Stable Management

Pony Club Badge Program-Riding
LESSON PLAN WEEK #1:
Mount /Dismount & Balanced Seat/Good Hands & Walk To be able to safely mount and
dismount while maintaining control; to have and maintain a balanced seat while riding and to be
able to hold the reins properly, keeping them at the correct length while maintaining control of the
pony without pulling on his mouth; to be able to maintain control at the WALK while performing
halts, turns and changes in direction. GOALS – Perform a safety check and describe each step;
mount safely with control; describe 3 things NOT to do when mounting; dismount safely with
control. Reading - Manual: p.24-38, 49, 56-58
A.

Welcome, collect fees, hand out materials.

B.

Review need for PC Notebook, course outline.

C.

RULES OF CONDUCT –
3C’s of PC Commitment: Can’t Come Call!
Many people have volunteered their time to make this happen for you. You are expected to attend each meeting.
PARENTS: As your child progresses in PC , there will be meetings off site. If the group has already left, your child
may be left out!

Please and Thank You
PC members are special. You have special opportunities most other children don’t ever have. Many People work
to help make this happen for you and we expect you to think about this and show it by being respectful and
appreciative. This means asking if it is OK to do something BEFORE you do it and it means saying THANK YOU
when something is done for you.

Equine Etiquette
Ask: How should you behave around horses? Discuss the “Startle Reflex” (Baby horses are born with it…makes
them jump away from something that scares them an RUN to a place of safety.) As PC, we have to always
remember that and make sure we don’t scare our horses. How do we do it? 1. Always talk softly to a horse as you
get near him. 2. Never jump or run up to a horse. Why? 3. Never go under a horse’s belly or between his legs.
Why? 4. Don’t stand either directly IN FRONT or IN BACK of a horse. Why? 5. Always slowly reach out and touch
or pet him on the shoulder or rump first, then slide your hand to the area where you will work. Why?

D.
Perform a safety check and describe each step; mount safely with control;
describe 3 things NOT to do when mounting; dismount safely with control.

LESSON PLAN WEEK #2:
Trot To be able to maintain control of pony at the trot (posting or sitting) while performing halts,
turns, changes in direction, and transitions to and from the walk. GOALS – Describe the gait of the
TROT; be able to properly ask for a TROT; perform transitions to and from the WALK; perform a
simple pattern at the TROT. Reading - Manual: p.39-43

LESSON PLAN WEEK #3:
Diagonals To be able to maintain control of pony at the POSTING TROT while picking up the
correct diagonal, showing change in diagonal, performing halts, turns, changes in direction and
transitions to and from the WALK. GOALS – Describe posting and be able to post the TROT;
explain why posting on the correct diagonal is important; be able to pick up the correct diagonal
and perform changes in diagonal; perform transitions from the WALK to the POSTING TROT and
from the POSTING TROT to the WALK; perform a simple pattern at the POSTING TROT.
Reading - Manual: p.41-43, 59-61

LESSON PLAN WEEK #4:
Half-Seat / Jumping Position To be able to maintain control of pony while positioning oneself in
and out of a half-seat and maintaining a jumping position at the WALK and TROT. GOALS –
Describe the half-seat / jumping position; demonstrate the half-seat / jumping position at the
WALK and TROT on the rail and over ground poles. Reading - Manual: p.40-41, 44-46, 67-68

LESSON PLAN WEEK #5:
Canter To be able to maintain control of pony at the CANTER while performing transitions to and
from the TROT, WALK and HALT. GOALS – Describe the CANTER; describe and be able to
properly ask for the CANTER; maintain a proper seat and control of the pony at the CANTER; be
able to properly and safely come back from a CANTER to a TROT, a WALK and HALT; perform
a simple pattern at the CANTER. Reading - Manual: p.61-66

LESSON PLAN WEEK #6:
Canter Leads To be able to maintain control of pony at the CANTER while performing changes
of leads, and transitions to and from the TROT, WALK and HALT. GOALS – Describe CANTER
LEADS; explain the importance of a pony being on the correct lead and be able to properly pick up
the correct lead; perform a simple pattern at the CANTER. Reading - Manual: p.63-65

LESSON PLAN WEEK #7:
Canter Leads and trotting cavaletti (intro to jumping) To be able to demonstrate a basic
understanding of safe jumping equipment, simple jump set-up, and jumping position and be able to
maintain correct position and control of mount while jumping. Reading – Manual: p.66-75, 109110, 115
LESSON PLAN WEEK #8:
Cavaletti and trotting jumps
LESSON PLAN WEEK #9:
Trotting jumps and Cantering jumps
LESSON PLAN WEEK #10:
Riding in the Open To be able to ride with confidence outside the ring in an open space while
maintaining control of the pony and showing good manners when riding in a group. Reading –
Manual: p.79-85, 123-127

